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Singapore Airlines (SIA), Singapore�s world renowned airline, broke new  ground when it signed a collaboration 
with The Straits Times Online (www.straitstimes.com) on a eight-week campaign to showcase the SIA A380 
experience (for eg, seats, service and food) and promote a new route (New York-Frankfurt). 

Part of the campaign requirements was for us to hold a contest with two winners walking away with a pair of 
Business Class tickets on the A380.

We were selected to manage the campaign as we were able to provide extensive reach on both advertising 
and editorial fronts, as well as intensive engagement on social media. 

Key Performance Indicators

SIA had set a figure of 20,000 uniques for both the contests.

Our role

With SIA�s requirements in mind, a travel-oriented Big Story was created and designed to immerse readers in the 
A380 experience. The Big Story is a microsite holds the stories and relevant information, all the while utilising the 
best of what the web can offer through photos, videos, citizen journalists and social media.

No effort was spared to create a multi-sensory experience for readers. 

Readers could choose from a variety of articles. 

Travel pieces on specific destinations served by the A380, such as Zurich, London and Paris highlighted 
interesting, less-known facts about these magical cities and created a sense of wanderlust among readers. The 
stories were accompanied by colourful picture galleries. 

Other articles featured the experiences of the A380 crew � from the catering head to the pilot � offering insight 
into the elements and effort that go into creating a pleasantly memorable long-haul flight.

Videos of the A380 experience made readers aware of the different features of an A380 flight, including the 
premium suites, the wide business class seats and the entertainment options available.

The page also used social media heavily to promote the contest, highlighting the stories and contests regularly 
on both Facebook and Twitter. 

Advertising units were employed on the news rotator, fixed contest tile, leaderboard and mobile ads

The result

High awareness and participation levels were achieved with a total of 450,000 entries with almost 160,000 
uniques.

SIA was thrilled with the exposure and entries, have since signed secured two more campaigns slots with us.

About The Straits Times Online

The Straits Times (ST) Online is the website of Singapore�s largest daily. It�s a hybrid website that offers both free 
and paid content - where commodity news is free access and proprietary news available upon subscription. 

Our total (web and mobile) reach is just over 2 million people each month (Singapore�s population is about 5 
million).

On both web and mobile, we offer Breaking News, a subscription service which comprises print stories, an 
electronic newspaper and an e-reader for laptop users who can download and read our content offline.

http://www.straitstimes.com/


Our use of Facebook and Twitter has also cemented ST as a major news source on the two most dominant 
social media platforms, with over 150,000 followers on Twitter and 55,000 �Likes� on Facebook. Our top referral of 
traffic is no longer Google � Facebook has overtaken the search engine to become our number one source of 
upstream traffic. 
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